The Sigma News
Gamma Eta Chapter: Excelling with Honor

Recap of Fall Semester
Announcing our new officers!
Hello everyone - thank you
for an amazing year! We are
all excited to move into 2019
and see what it holds for the
Gamma Eta chapter. We have
an extremely promising set of
incoming officers (who are
named on the next page) and
a wealth of wisdom provided
by our senior members
(which I hope they will provide us with). It will be an
exciting journey and I hope
each and every one of you
are a part of it. Thank you!

Alumni Chairman,
Signing Off
Alumni, thank you for a great
year. After taking over for Ian
(who did a great job) I had a
lot of learning to do - and I
apologize for any rough beginnings. However, I believe
throughout the year I was
able to connect with many of
you either over email, text, in
person, or over these newsletters. I have thoroughly
enjoyed all of these connections and will miss them next
year. I hope you all have
happy holidays with your
families and a happy new
year.
- Nicolas Capra

The Homecoming float that our amazing Pledge Class (now
initiated members) created - a testament to their strength.
We initiated 7 new members this semester!

Brothers - some of you have indicated that
you would like to come to more events,
even those that are out of town. We will be
having our planning meeting before the next
semester to determine dates, which Chris
York (your new Alumni Chairman) will
distribute to you well in advance, however
some rough dates are:

•

Rush Week - January 21-25

•

Pledging Ceremony - January 27, 6pm

•

E-Days BBQ - April 13, 2pm

advice, questions, comments, or anything else.

•

Semi-Formal - Early April

You can continue to reach out to me as well if

•

Initiation - April 14, 6pm

•

Affirmation - April 28, 6pm

As I’m leaving the Alumni Chairman role, I encourage you to reach out to the new Alumni
Chairman, Chris York (cyork@mines.edu) with

you would like to. Another great resource is our
website, which if you haven’t checked out is
www.sigmanucsm.org.

Our wonderful
Executive team
for the 2018 year.
We owe you all so
much! Thank you
Brett Probst, Jake
Hughes, Kyler
Thomas, KC Fox,
and Kamren
Wong for an
amazing year and
a great recruitment this last
semester to poise
Sigma Nu for a
resurgence on the
Mines campus.

Announcing our New Officers!

Recruitment Chairman- Jack Guidroz
Alumni Chairman- Chris York
I am extremely excited to introduce all of our officers Marshal- Logan Meyer
for this upcoming year. Each of these young men have Chaplain- Colter Wagner
shown their genuine interest and dedication to the po- LEAD Chairman- Devin Aragon
Sentinel- Alex Roush
sitions that they have run for and earned and I look
Historian- Jack Pederson
forward to seeing how they perform for the chapter!
Scholarship Chairman- Jack Pederson
Commander- Brett Probst
Social Chairman- Jalon Baxter
Lieutenant Commander- Nicolas Capra
Philanthropy Chairman- Myles Murphy
Treasurer- Pablo Pinedo
Reporter- Nicolas Capra
Recorder- Connor Caldwell

We’re sad to see Eric Young go - but his time has come and he is graduating this semester! It is truly a momentous
occasion (surviving Mines) and one that we all look forward to - and now he is able to go out into the world and
share our values. We wish him the best on his future journeys and I hope you do as well - he’s one of you now!

We’ll miss you Eric!
Eric with now Alumni Collin Kinder
and Ian Miller

Carson’s dog Oslo taking a nap during
the pledge class retreat
I would like to thank all of you Alumni from the bottom of my heart. I have not seen such amazing connections with you since I’ve joined and it has been touching
to see you help the Chapter and reconnect with us. I
hope that those of you that have will continue to do so
and those who have not yet reach out and learn more
about what we can accomplish together. Thank you for
an amazing year!
Our wonderful outgoing LC Kamren
during the pre-rush chapter bonding

